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RESEARCH ON NETWORK SECURITY SITUATION AWARENESS TECHNOLOGY
BASED ON SECURITY INTELLIGENT MONITORING TECHNOLOGY

BINGYU YANG∗

Abstract. This paper uses data mining technology to dynamically monitor tobacco Industrial Enterprise’ information systems.
This paper builds an Internet security situation awareness system under a big data environment. The weight clustering method is
used to classify users’ network behavior. The spacing of weights is optimized to ensure the maximum difference in classification.
Then, NAWL-ILSTM technology establishes a security situational awareness model for the Internet environment. In this project,
the extended and short-memory Nadam optimal algorithm (NAWL) is used to realize data deep learning. Finally, the tobacco
industry network security situation assessment method is designed to complete the dynamic monitoring of tobacco industry network
security based on data mining. Simulation results show that the proposed method can effectively improve the safety evaluation
performance of the system and reduce evaluation errors.
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1. Introduction. The US Air Force developed situational awareness technology in the 1980s. Its role is
to analyze and judge the situation of the war and provide relevant information for the situation of the war. It
is used in high-level decisions to win wars. At the network security level, situation perception research focuses
on the analysis of information about the forms and development trends of network attacks. The research of
situation awareness has the characteristics of global, dynamic, complex, effective and accurate. The research
on situation awareness can be divided into three levels [1]. The first level of situational awareness refers to
collecting large amounts of information or data. The main content includes host, network, security, application,
physical, intelligence, threat, etc. The second level is to discuss the association and data integration. Data
fusion is a method to process multiple observations from a timing sequence on a computer. It includes data
association, merging, and extraction. It displays assets, threats, risks, weaknesses and trends at all levels [2].
The visualization, isomerization, automation and real-time processing of multi-source information are realized
through the in-depth study of situation awareness. It provides a scientific basis for risk assessment, decision
making and prediction. In recent years, data mining technology has been applied more and more. Some
scholars have improved the MD5 algorithm and carried on the hardware design. Although this method can
solve hardware-related problems such as encryption and decryption of situational awareness, there is still a
lack of targeted methods for accurate authentication in user clustering. Currently, the existing hierarchical and
clustered WSN protocol only carries out the optimal verification for different types of user groups and lacks
anything related to hardware. Applying the existing theory and technology to practice is a complex problem.
Therefore, this paper uses data mining technology to realize the situation awareness and security monitoring
of tobacco enterprise information systems.

2. Network security situation awareness system structure.

2.1. Overall system framework structure. Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of the network security
situational awareness system. The architecture is distributed and open architecture. Its core concepts are
”decentralized access” and ”partition management”. It can be divided into three levels: information acquisition,
factor extraction, and scenario decision-making. This system uses a log-based sensor, SNMP sensor and Net-
Flow sensor to collect data [3]. The network environment’s host, switching equipment, and security equipment
are analyzed and studied. The element extraction layer is designed for obtaining many different types of infor-
mation. The compression and extraction of information are realized by employing aggregation and fusion. The
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employing aggregation and fusion. The situation decision-making level realizes the 
comprehensive cognition of multi-source information using hierarchical evaluation 
and the dynamic cognition of situation awareness using nonlinear time series 
prediction. It gives high-level users an intuitive understanding of the system's 
security status. In implementing the information acquisition layer, factor extraction 
layer and scene decision layer, it is necessary to cooperate with the relevant database. 
It includes an event database, resource database, network information database, 
knowledge base, etc. Building such a database requires the assistance of experts, 
security personnel and network scans. 

 
Fig.2.1. Network security situational awareness system architecture. 

An information perception method based on "monitor-analysis-decision" is 
proposed. A variety of sensors are used for safety monitoring. Each sensor node can 
collect corresponding information to achieve the monitoring of the overall operation 
of the system. Then this paper adopts the information filtering method, verification 
and fusion to realize the security situation awareness of the global state. 

2.2 System Physical Architecture. FIG. 2.2 is a schematic diagram of the 
system's physical architecture described in this paper. The system includes a sensor, 
analyzer, decision maker and corresponding database. In each safe zone, there are 
multiple sensors and multiple analysis programs [4]. In addition to the detection and 
analysis units, the safety area also contains a discrimination unit. The sensor 
monitors the central system and local area network and transmits abnormal and 
suspicious activity reports to the analyzer. The analysis program mainly obtains 
information from local sensors. And transfer that data to a global database. Decision 
makers obtain the overall network security degree by analyzing each safety zone and 
storing it in the database. The two sensors are connected circularly. The goal is to 
complement information across multiple sensors so that each sensor perceives the 
raw data. This simplifies the raw data. Similar links are also used in the various 
analysis programs to achieve better precision in element extraction and consistent 
publication of the overall strategy. In the process of data acquisition, the analysis 
instrument and the detection instrument adopt a two-way interactive way. On the 
one hand, the sensor will actively feed the collected data to the analytical machine. 
On the other hand, the analyzer can also issue a command to reconstruct the sensor. 
The analysis results of the local analyzers must not only be stored locally but also 
transmitted via encrypted channels to the database of the remote central monitoring 
system. It is submitted to the decision machine along with the results of the resulting 
global analysis. 

Fig. 2.1: Network security situational awareness system architecture.

situation decision-making level realizes the comprehensive cognition of multi-source information using hierarchi-
cal evaluation and the dynamic cognition of situation awareness using nonlinear time series prediction. It gives
high-level users an intuitive understanding of the system’s security status. In implementing the information
acquisition layer, factor extraction layer and scene decision layer, it is necessary to cooperate with the relevant
database. It includes an event database, resource database, network information database, knowledge base, etc.
Building such a database requires the assistance of experts, security personnel and network scans.

An information perception method based on ”monitor-analysis-decision” is proposed. A variety of sensors
are used for safety monitoring. Each sensor node can collect corresponding information to achieve the monitoring
of the overall operation of the system. Then this paper adopts the information filtering method, verification
and fusion to realize the security situation awareness of the global state.

2.2. System Physical Architecture. FIG. 2.2 is a schematic diagram of the system’s physical archi-
tecture described in this paper. The system includes a sensor, analyzer, decision maker and corresponding
database. In each safe zone, there are multiple sensors and multiple analysis programs [4]. In addition to the
detection and analysis units, the safety area also contains a discrimination unit. The sensor monitors the central
system and local area network and transmits abnormal and suspicious activity reports to the analyzer. The
analysis program mainly obtains information from local sensors. And transfer that data to a global database.
Decision makers obtain the overall network security degree by analyzing each safety zone and storing it in the
database. The two sensors are connected circularly. The goal is to complement information across multiple
sensors so that each sensor perceives the raw data. This simplifies the raw data. Similar links are also used in
the various analysis programs to achieve better precision in element extraction and consistent publication of the
overall strategy. In the process of data acquisition, the analysis instrument and the detection instrument adopt
a two-way interactive way. On the one hand, the sensor will actively feed the collected data to the analytical
machine. On the other hand, the analyzer can also issue a command to reconstruct the sensor. The analysis
results of the local analyzers must not only be stored locally but also transmitted via encrypted channels to
the database of the remote central monitoring system. It is submitted to the decision machine along with the
results of the resulting global analysis.

Given the wide distribution of large-scale internet, many nodes, operating system and network device
differences, multi-level information fusion and decision-making technology are needed. The global, real-time and
dynamic security state perception of the network uses multi-source and heterogeneous information. It has the
characteristics of self-adaptation and self-learning [5]. It reflects the characteristics of distribution and dynamics.
It has both dynamic and static network attack detection functions. This architecture has nothing to do with
network topology. This architecture can dynamically adjust the system according to different distributed
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Fig.2.2. Network security situation awareness model in multi-sensor network environment. 
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architecture of network security situation awareness. It is mainly used to reflect the 
flow of information at various levels of perception. From the lowest point of view to 
the highest point of view are the network security situation element extraction, 
situation assessment, and situation prediction. It is matched by data information, 
feature information, and situation information. The first layer is "network security 
scenario element extraction," which is the basis for the cognition of network security 
scenarios. At this level, we will focus on extracting the information that can play an 
essential role in future network security from a large number of multi-source security 
data. And convert it into a standard XML file. The research results of this project will 
provide necessary technical support for information security evaluation and early 
warning in the future network environment of our country [7]. The second layer is 
network security situation assessment, which is the core of network security situation 
awareness. It analyzes data from various scenarios to calculate possible hazards to 
services, hosts, and networks. Level 3 is the prediction of the network security 
situation. The system predicts the future network security situation according to the 
past and present network security situation. It allows policymakers to control 
potential dangers in advance to make the right decisions (Fig.2.3). 
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applications and security requirements. In addition, the architecture can effectively solve the problem of a
single point of failure and improve the flexibility of the whole system [6]. At the same time, organizations
within each security domain still adopt a hierarchical structure, significantly reducing the implementation
complexity. This method provides a practical information acquisition method for security situation awareness
in distributed large-scale networks.

2.3. System Conceptual Architecture. This paper presents the basic architecture of network security
situation awareness. It is mainly used to reflect the flow of information at various levels of perception. From
the lowest point of view to the highest point of view are the network security situation element extraction,
situation assessment, and situation prediction. It is matched by data information, feature information, and
situation information. The first layer is ”network security scenario element extraction,” which is the basis for
the cognition of network security scenarios. At this level, we will focus on extracting the information that can
play an essential role in future network security from a large number of multi-source security data. And convert
it into a standard XML file. The research results of this project will provide necessary technical support for
information security evaluation and early warning in the future network environment of our country [7]. The
second layer is network security situation assessment, which is the core of network security situation awareness.
It analyzes data from various scenarios to calculate possible hazards to services, hosts, and networks. Level 3
is the prediction of the network security situation. The system predicts the future network security situation
according to the past and present network security situation. It allows policymakers to control potential dangers
in advance to make the right decisions (Fig.2.3).

3. Design of network security situation awareness algorithm.
3.1. Adaptive weighted clustering method. A dynamic clustering model based on weights is proposed.

It eliminates the distinction between data characteristics. Then, a method based on adaptive weighted clustering
is proposed to fuse the features with the same network behavior [8]. The method aims to minimize the sum
of squares of inter-class deviations. The guiding principle based on this is to maximize the differences between
groups. Select a small number of feature sets according to the principle of random non-repetition. Finally,
the solution of the increased in-class variance is obtained. The sum of squares of the errors of each cluster
determines the weighting of each cluster. When a physical object is reassigned, it must be set according to the
distance of the weight. The minimization algorithm with weights is adopted to ensure the maximum difference
in classification [9]. The proposed method can effectively improve the system’s running speed and reduce
the system’s calculation amount to achieve the optimal purpose. This method can not only overcome the
dependence of traditional clustering methods on cluster center selection but also effectively solve the problem
of large-scale feature sets. The flow of this algorithm is shown in Figure 3.1.

(1) Characteristics of standardization. Use U = {u1, u2, · · · , un} to represent the set of all IP pairs of com-
munication example features. n represents the number of communication instances of IP . S = {s1, s2, · · · , sm}
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stands for a set of cluster centers. Bi = {ui,j |1 ≤ l ≤ m}. Bi is represented by a set of eigenvectors. The i ex-
ample uses the representation of Bi. ui,j represents the j function under i of the communication. It normalizes
the eigenvalues in the range 0 to 1.

(2) The weighted clustering method is adopted when the center of cluster m is any initial value.

(3) Z similar method is used to perform weighted clustering when determining the dimensions in the feature
subset for which A is initialized.

(4) Select any one of B′ = {ui}Zi=1 number of attribute examples in the group.

(5) Calculate the distance between the cluster center and each feature example of the feature subset in each
feature example. The samples are classified according to the shortest weight [10]. In this paper, an adaptive
clustering method based on weighting is proposed to optimize the weighting of each index. By adaptive
adjustment to a cluster, the weight of each cluster is adjusted, and the alternation of the largest and smallest
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steps is carried out. The calculation formula to obtain weighting σj is (3.1).

σj = ησt−1
j + (1− η)

 R
1

1−α

j

M∑
j′=1

R
1

1−α

j

 , 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 (3.1)

σt−1
j stands for weighting coefficient. η represents the control factor that is weighted repeatedly. R

1
1−α

j

stands for different weighting characteristics. The current update is determined by the previous iteration weight
η. The algorithm can ensure smooth transformation of weighted values during iteration and maintain them
within the maximum weighted range during iteration [11]. The premise of minimizing the sum of squared errors
is to achieve higher clustering weights. The initial value αinit is equal to 0. In each iteration step, the αstep

value gradually increases to αinit until it reaches the maximum value αmax. After the maximum value αmax,
the morphology of the cluster remained at a stable level.

(6) For the cluster center, it needs to be re-calculated.
(7) Return to step (4) to perform the calculation repeatedly. Until the cluster center does not change or

the maximum number of iterations is reached.
(8) Calculate the sum of squares of error of the new class M to get the difference value Rα.
(9) If Rα ≥ Rmax exists, Rα and Rmax must be upgraded. Retain the newly generated Mcluster. If there

is no Rα ≥ Rmax, then directly cluster the newly generated M .
(10) The result of this clustering is network behavior awareness.

3.2. A situation awareness method in a network environment based on NAWL-ILSTM. An
information fusion method based on NAWL-ILSTM is proposed. The extended and short-memory neural
networks based on Look-ahead are optimized using the Look-ahead and Naddam algorithms to perceive the
network environment [12] effectively. Detailed calculation steps are as follows:

(1) Use W = (w1, w2, · · · , wn) to represent the accurate timing. The extended W sequence is a matrix.
w1 w2 · · · wx−t+1

w2 w3 · · · wx−t+2

...
wt wt+1 · · · wx

 (3.2)

x is the length of the sequence, and t is the sample size. In formula (3.3), g = (wt, wt+1, · · · , wn) represents
the normalized time series W of a training sample.

W =
wi√

w2
i + w2

i+1 + · · ·+ w2
i−t+1

, i = 1, 2, · · · , x− t+ 1 (3.3)

(2) Set the network parameters according to formula (3.4), and set the initial value of the network param-
eters. 

Vg = rand(L,F )
pg = rand(1, F )

...
Max_iter = Y1

Error_Cost = Y2

(3.4)

Vg indicates the forgotten gate weight. pg is for forgotten door position deviation. F is the number of
ganglion segments and L is the number of LSTM brain segments. Y1 stands for the maximum number of
iterations Max_iter. Y2 stands for error threshold Error_Cost.
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(3) The state information ⌢

c t of the unit that needs to be ignored is calculated by formula (3.5).
⌢

c t = µ(Vg ∗ [ζt−1, w] + pg) ∗ Λt−1 (3.5)

µ(Vg ∗ [ζt−1, w] + pg) is the output value of the Forget gate. Λt−1 represents the condition of the unit at
the last time.

(4) Calculate the amount of information stored in the battery state at A certain time using formula (3.6):

ît = µ(Vi ∗ [ζt−1, wt] + pi) ∗ tan ζ(VΛ ∗ [ζt−1, wt] + pΛ) (3.6)

µ(Vi ∗ [ζt−1, wt] + pi) indicates the result of the input port i. This output determines the value the battery
unit needs to be modified. tan ζ(VΛ ∗ [ζt−1, wt] stands for the alternate vector Λt, and this alternate vector is
created using tan ζ.

(5) The state Λt of the battery is obtained from formula (3.7).

Λt = ît + ĉt (3.7)

From (7) it is possible to see the state of the cell unit obtained by combining the states of the input grid
and the forgotten grid.

(6) The output of the network is calculated using formula (3.8) at t time point:

ζt = µ(Vu ∗ [ζt−1, wt] + pu) ∗ tan ζ(Λt) (3.8)

µ(Vu ∗ [ζt−1, wt] + pu) represents the result of the output gate ut. ζt is the confidence of the current point
in time. tan ζ(Λt) represents the condition of the unit. The reliability of the whole training sample is obtained
through repeated calculations of (3.3) to (3.6).

(7) The deviation between the total perceived and actual value is obtained from formula (3.9).

Γ(β)(g, ζ;V, p) =
1

2
||g − ζ||2 (3.9)

The network is modified by the method of back-to-back propagation [13]. Let’s go back to step 3. Up to
the maximum number of duplicates or error threshold. If the current number of repetitions iter is more than
Max_iter, or error is more than Error_Cost, the training cycle is terminated.

(8) The NAWL algorithm trains the neural network model of ILSTM. Please enter the weighting matrix to
be updated δ0 = [Vc, Vi, Vv, Vu]. The initial values are optimized overall when new sampling points are added.
This method only needs a simple iteration to get a new optimization result.

(9) Algorithm for dynamic parameter correction based on online observation results [14]. Add new samples
δ0 and Wn+1(wn−t+2, · · · , wn+1). The perceived value ζn+1 of the obtained new sample is propagated forward
according to (3.3) (3.6).

error = error +
1

2
(ζn+1 − wn+2)

2 (3.10)

(10) Assume that the observed data at the next sampling time reaches where the network was attacked.
Relevant network security personnel can detect the alarm the first time the network is attacked and respond
quickly [15]. Otherwise, there will be a more profound attack on the network.

4. Experimental simulation. The model’s empirical analysis verifies the proposed model’s effectiveness
in practice. Firstly, the network operation data of tobacco Industrial Enterprise in a certain period is collected
to form a sample data set for selection. The collected information includes network access information, network
speed, and device storage information [16]. The fuzzy degree of the obtained data is analyzed by the fuzzy cor-
relation degree after the data is preprocessed. The results are analyzed by game theory, and the corresponding
learning model is established. The topology of the network is shown in Figure 4.1.

The data from the experiment is imported into the learning model, and the data association cluster com-
posed of 30 central nodes is obtained. The test parameters are listed in Table 4.1.
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difference in time, the data's similarity is analyzed by the game method. The original 
data are compared with the results of relevant analysis. Correct the wrong data 
operation results, and finally obtain the data information that can reflect the network 
security situation. The results of the cumulative value at risk are shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Table 4.1: Experimental parameters.

Item Argument
Computer Equipped with 2.5GHzInteli5CPU
Running memory 8GB
Storage hard disk 256GB
Operating system Windows10

The test data in Table 4.1 can meet the requirements of effective operation. The computer data operation
program is used to learn and model network security information to obtain abnormal data information [17].
After eliminating the difference in time, the data’s similarity is analyzed by the game method. The original
data are compared with the results of relevant analysis. Correct the wrong data operation results, and finally
obtain the data information that can reflect the network security situation. The results of the cumulative value
at risk are shown in Figure 4.2.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the deviation of the cumulative risk amount described by the method
described in this paper is slight and has little impact on the regular operation of the tobacco Industrial Enter-
prise. The whole system works pretty steadily, and the network speed is fast. Reliable and complete data were
obtained after preliminary preprocessing and preliminary screening [18]. At the same time, the time required
is significantly shortened. A risk assessment of the operation of the tobacco Industrial Enterprise during the
disposal period was conducted, and the assessment was ”low.” Experimental results show that the proposed
algorithm is efficient and stable. The analysis of this data has little impact on the regular operation of the
entire network. In addition, the risk to the network environment is also low. The results of the error rate
cognition test are given in Table 4.2.

Through the test of the actual system, it is concluded that the algorithm’s error rate proposed in this paper
is minimal in practical application. This project will use the NAWL-ILSTM algorithm, game theory, machine
learning and other technologies to analyze network security situations. In this system, the data information
and similarity factors are operated on many levels, the relationship is established, and the time error problem
is reduced to obtain a meager error rate. The results show that the calculation accuracy of the data with multi-
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Table 4.2: Error rate perception experiment results.

Number of tests /n Traditional algorithm Text algorithm
1 11.71 1.30
2 10.56 1.13
3 12.84 1.27
4 15.88 2.02
5 11.75 1.11
6 13.22 1.70
7 13.79 1.06
8 15.13 1.27
9 14.26 1.42
10 15.50 1.48

layer operation is higher. It can reflect the current network security situation more intuitively and accurately.
This project can use various calculation methods to obtain accurate information about network security issues
in the environment to ensure the security and stability of the entire network. This method has high efficiency,
low risk, and a meager error rate.

5. Conclusion. Combining multi-source and heterogeneous data, a network security situation perception
system for tobacco Industrial Enterprise in complex environments was established. The system ring’s physical
structure and the system layer’s concept model are presented. The real-time monitoring and data mining of
tobacco enterprise information systems are realized. The application of data mining technology in the tobacco
industry can analyze the security events that may occur in the industry communication and network security
platform and the association rules and statistics to realize the comprehensive dynamic monitoring of network
security. The method proposed in this project can effectively reduce the system’s running time and improve
the system’s reliability for information. The experimental results show that the network security situation
awareness technology studied in this project has high practical value in practice.
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